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Material Science 2020 Young Researchers Forum, which is
slated to hold from May 04-05, 2020 at the Golden City Prague
located in Czech Republic, offers young researchers the
possibility to meet and discuss scientific research topics and
techniques, develop and share and ideas, learn from each other
and gain knowledge from eminent and experienced senior
researchers and mentors.
The main aim of the Young Researchers Forum is to inspire and
bring together young researchers in the field of Materials Science
and Engineering. The YRF offers a vibrant place for discussing
potential and on-going research in any stage, from idea to results.
The forum strives to offer a friendly environment to allow young
researchers to receive feedback on their work, share experience,
explore pathways open to them and ask questions.
Participation is open to anyone who considers herself / himself a
‘young’ researcher (below the age of 33 years), wanting to
exchange research ideas in the field of Materials, Metallurgy,
Photonics, Optoelectronics, Magnetic, Nanomaterial’s, Polymers,
Composites, Engineering and results with their peers and
awaiting for the moment to inspire and be inspired and learn
about the research paths. PhD candidates, Postdoctoral
researchers, young researchers in any period of their research
including undergraduate students, young researchers in industry
research pathways are all most welcomed to attend.
Not everyone attending the Young Researchers Forum is
required to present their work. Also, the YRF is open to
Delegates through which you can enjoy hearing about exciting
research from our speakers, view poster presentations, and
participate in interesting discussions and talks on career
mentoring and much more.
Young Researchers from universities, institutes, and various
industries are invited to present oral or poster presentation during
these forums, emphasizing goals and what they intend to achieve
moving forward. Through the Young Researchers Forum,
Material Science 2020 identifies and backs some of the best
young researchers in the materials science and engineering field.
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The Young Researcher Award is an initiative with the aim of
inspiring seed stage researchers to combine a dimension and
perspective into their research, supporting young researchers,
students in their quest to advance the frontiers of Materials
Science. The Young Researchers’ Award is granted by
Material Science 2020 to researchers demonstrating
brilliance in their research contributions of Materials,
Nanomaterial’s, Biomaterials, Metallurgy and leadership.
The award winning papers will be considered for publication
in the Allied Academies Publishing Group journals after the
standard review procedures.
Researchers applying for the Material Science 2020 Young
Researcher Award should send a letter of recommendation
from a senior faculty member or their research advisor along
with their resume to materialscience@alliedgather.com along
with
the
submission
of
their
abstract
at
https://materialscience.alliedacademies.com/youngresearchers-forum
Prague Material Science 2020 Conference is thrilled to
welcome all young professionals to take center stage at our
global scientific event. When you’re through exercising your
intellect at our ground breaking Material Science
Conference, you can take some time to enjoy the wide range
of Prague sights.
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